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Tax Training; An Empowerment Approach for governments in the global South 

“Until the lion learns how to write, every story will glorify the hunter.” 

African proverb 

 

 

 

 

Why are trainers inspired to work with 

Autonomous Learning 

Capabuild works alongside partner 

organisations from the Global South 

to improve understanding of global 

taxation for the betterment of all. 

Inspired by the essential role that 

taxation plays in each nation’s life, 

Capabuild co-creates training that 

shares a diversity of perspectives 

so governments can determine their 

own, independent, courses of action. 

Tax Aggregator Portal: Capabuild has produced a 
pilot portal that will collate all available online tax 
training resources in an easily searchable 
database. Once the database has been finalised, 
Capabuild will begin ‘filling the gaps.' By working 
with partner organisations and our donors, we 
are aiming to produce training curricula which 
ensures that any tax official, anywhere in the 
global South, can access reliable, relevant, and 
engaging training. 
Case Studies: As the ease of interacting increases 
with rapid globalisation and digitisation, 
Capabuild is looking to produce specific content 
across different platforms. Learning that uses real 
examples which then ask the listener/viewer how 
such a scenario would play out in their work.

Dynamic Learning: Capabuild webinars 

Donor partnerships  :   A   positive contribution to society
More and more multinational enterprises have an eye on their license to operate in society, both locally 
as well as globally. Capabuild shares the view of its partner organisations that a fair tax system 
contributes to building trust between revenue authorities and the taxpayer, to the ultimate benefit of 
all citizens. Our partners seek the same goals of a harmonised global tax system with a level playing 
field where global, regional and local businesses are subject to the same tax rules. By ensuring mutual 
dialogue, a central role of taxation in safeguarding human rights is secured.



Why are trainers inspired to work with Capabuild?  
Trainers often find a new lease of life to their work after participating with 
Capabuild and engaging fully with Capabuild’s purpose: to make a better 
world through sharing their personal tax expertise with and within the global 
south. It provides the opportunity for trainers of low-income nations to share 
their experiences directly with each other and learn from those facing similar 
challenges rather than from those from a vastly different context. 
Capabuild remunerates all its trainers and management at the same standard 
rate. This creates equality and transparency and demonstrates our respect 
and appreciation for the diverse pool of trainers.  Many organisations make 
their experts available to deliver trainings at Capabuild as a contribution in 
kind.  

JOIN US ON THE JOURNEY – Shifting the pendulum to diversity through South – South partnerships; info@capabuild.org

MNE’s and tax advisory firms also benefit from developing better 

tax systems and tax administrations. In joining the Capabuild 

initiative as a donor and participant, MNE’s and their people 

contribute directly to this objective. 




